To: RDA Steering Committee  

From: Judith A. Kuhagen, Secretary, RSC  

Subject: Recording the Fuller Form of Name (9.5.1.1)  

The text below reflects the decisions made by the Joint Steering Committee during its November 2015 meeting and via email after the meeting.
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9.5.1.1 Scope

A fuller form of name ▼ is a name or names associated with a person that includes:

a) the fuller form of a part of any name represented only by an initial, abbreviation, or shortened or otherwise modified variant in the form chosen as the preferred name and/or

b) a part of the name not included in the form chosen as the preferred name.
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Glossary:

fuller form of name  

A name or names associated with a person that includes the fuller form of a part of any name represented only by an initial, abbreviation, or shortened or otherwise modified variant in the form chosen as the preferred name and/or a part of the name not included in the form chosen as the preferred name.